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Senate calls
1forplus-minus
grade delay

PICS halts
OCB letter
by Enid Logan
Staff writer

by Glen Chase
Staff writer

Because the postal service does not
consider OCB a part of the university, the
October issue of OCB's newsletter, "Off
Center" has been stopped by PICS (Public
Information and Central Services), the
Orono post office for "mailing permit
technicalities," according to Dion Seymour, post master of the Orono post office.
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Last Thursday the newsletter was
stopped at the PICS mailr000m due to
"content" said Leonard Harlow, director
of PICS.
"Content brought this issue to our
attention," Harlow said.
"What we thought was a paid advertisement was in direct violation of the 3rd
class non-profit mailing permit," Harlow
said.
Under the 3rd class non-profit mail
permit. advertisements are not allowed to
be mailed.
According to Harlow. last Thursday a
copy of the newsletter was sent to the
Orono post office. A ruling was expected to
be made as to whether the item was an
advertisement or not.
Randy Pickle, off-campus board president, served the Orono postal service with
a notarized document saying the item was
not a paid advertisement Monday.
Orono Postmaster General Dion Seymour, in conjunction with the Boston postal
service, ruled that the item was not an
advertisement.
According to Harlow.
Seymour did question the back page of the
newsletter (which contained an expose on
drug prices.)
According to William
McCellan, postal inspector for the Bangor
post office, the contents of the letter can't
be regulated by the post office.
A spokesman for the Bangor post office
and the Orono post office said Monday that
OCB was not eligible to use the 3rd class
non-profit permit.
Harlow said OCB could no longer mail
their newsletter under the university's
third class non-profit permit. OCB has
been using the permit since last March,
Pickle said.
"OCB doesn't qualify for the permit,"
Harlow said, because they are not
considered a part of the University.
"Because OCB has their own constitu-

A resolution demanding a delay in the
implementation of the new plus-minus
grading system was unanimously approved
Tuesday night by the General Student
Senate.
"If we put it off until next semester, we
will be able to gather more information on
it," said GSS President Steven Bucherati.
Bucherati said he has received "massive" amounts of feedback against the
system. He said in order for him to make a
more complete report to the Council of
Colleges. he is going to conduct a survey
this week on the issue.
"If I go to the council and can show a
majority of students disapproves, the
council won't be able to ignore that."
Bucherati said.
Student Government President Richard
Hewes said he originally thought there
would be an initial trial period when the
system would be enacted. As it stands
now, once enacted completely next January. there can be no changing back to the
old grading system without some administrative difficulty.
Hewes was a student representative on
the committee that approved the system.
In other senate action, two resolutions,
one calling for the Student Government
president to submit a list of individuals
appointed to all non-GSS committees and
another creating a special committee to
help make the committee selections, were
approved.
Carl Pease, graduate student senator.
said. "I'm asking the senate in the clearest
way possible to assert its powers."
Bucherati said it has been the practice
for the vice-president of the Student
Government to make up the list, which is
then approved by the university president.
Under the GSS constitution, the president of the student government has the
power to make all appointments with the
"advice and approval of the appropriate
body as determined by the GSS." Pease
said he feels the senate needs to screen the
appointees to make sure the candidates are
competant for the positions they are
appointed to.
"I'm worried about the one or two bad
people that might get through." Pease

The UMO campus is getting a bit ofa facelift. The
steam plant on College Avenue has
a new condensate tank room and...

...the Alumni Center near Alfond Arena is receiving
new siding.
(photos by Andrea Magoon]
tion, by-laws, and office they are not
considered part of the university," McCellan said.
lobe qualified to use the permit,Harlow
said. "OCB would have to get a written
statement from a high ranking official from
the university saying they were controlleo
and regulated by the university."
No letter has yet been put before an
offi' to sign. saying OCP ;s or is not part

of the university.
If a letter did confirm OCB's affiliation
with the university, the "Off Center"
would be subjected to administrative
control and regulation concerning its
contents.
Previous OCB mail has been permitted
to go through the mail under the
University's mailing permit.
[see OCB back page]

[see GSS. back page]

Toothbrushes top priority

Halloween...a ghost of what it used to be
Mike Lowry
Another tradition appears to be
slowly going down the tubes.
When I was a kid, Halloween night
(or Halloween Eve, when it was
celebrated in East Millinocket) was
second in importance, anticipation
and greed only to Christmas. This
was not just any night. This evening
was an event to be planned and

commentary
outlined in every minute detail.
My friends and I would pain- .
stakinglv map out our trick-or-

treating route weeks ahead of time.
carefully inctuaing tnose nouses that
traditionally gave out the best treats.
The dentist's house, for example,
was first priority, Instead of resorting to candy, he gave out
toothbrushes, along with those dye
tablets that made your teeth red until
you brushed them completely. (Why
we were desperate for toothbrushes,
never really know. Seemed like a
good deal, I guess. Funny what
greed does to a person.)
Although quality was a major
priority, quantity was our primary
concern. Admittedly, my friends
and I were amateurs in this business
of hoarding candy. There were those
who were the true criminals, having
at least three costumes ready so they
[see BOO, back page]
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Repeal of Bottle Bill is in question •••
by Tim McCloskey
Staff writer

Reternng to the recent name change,
Thomas Bertocci, the state-wide coordinator for the pro-Bottle Bill group, said, "It
appears to be the first sign that our
As with death and taxes, Maine people
opponents are going to try to deceive the
will be affected by the results of the
voters of Maine throughout the camupcoming referendum involving the Repaign."
turnable Container Law.
"The opposition is much narrower than
The first question to appear on the Nov.
last time. It's really only a few beer
6 ballot is — Do you wish to repeal the
distributors who started this campaign and
Returnable Container Law (Bottle Bill)?"
managed to acquire the requisite signaMore than 100,000 Maine voters signed
tures," Bertocci said.
petitions last year requesting that the
The Maine Beer and Wine Wholesalers
Bottle Bill question be reconsidered—thus
Association, the state trade group for beer
mandating the Nov. 6 referendum.
and wine distributors, voted in early 1978
The Maine Citizens for Returnable
not to support the repeal of the Bottle Bill.
Containers, a group started in 1975 to fight
Maine Distributors of Bangor, which
for the Bottle Bill, has raised $7,798 as of
handles Budweiser and other beers.
Sept. 17, 1979.
donated $2,750 to the petition campaign.
"We support the concept that the people
The group working to repeal the Bottle
in the state deserve another chance to vote
Bill raised S.34,444, with 98 percent of the
on (the Bottle Bill) now that they have
money coming from out-of-state. The
worked with it and tried it out," said Bob
majority of the contributions came from
Flynn, a spokesman for the company.
beverage industry sources such as the
"The proponents of the bill kept talking
California Beer Wholesalers, which
about a refillable, returnable Bottle
pitched in $5,000. The repeal forces
Bill...The great majority, especially in the
recently changed their name from the
beer
business, are not refilled and reused,
Citizens Committee to Repeal the Forced
they're crushed and recycled...In my
Deposit Law to Maine Citizens for Litter
opinion, there was a lot of disenchantment
Control and Recycling.

considerably," Flynn saio.
initially with it." he said.
"When your student body goes home
In a recent study, the Maine Department
for
of Conservation found roadside beverage vacation...any that go out of state(and)
through New Hampshire...certaint v
pass
since
percent
the
78
container litter down
the thought crosses their minds to stop
Returnable Bottle Law took effect two
and pick up some beer." Flynn added
years ago. The study also showed that all
National Distributors Inc., which is
a
roadside litter, measured on a "per-piece
major Budweiser distributor for the
basis, has dropped 32 percent in the past
Portland area, contributed $6.302.75 to
the
five years.
petition to have the Bottle Bill appear
An Augusta engineering firm conducted
Nov.6 ballot. Frank J. Ciaziano, the
a study for the Department of Environ- on the
owner of National Distributors Inc.. was a
mental Protection in late 1978 and found
major force in collecting signatures for the
that due to the Bottle Law, the volume of
petition.
municipal solid waste had decreased by six
"I believe a YES vote on the beverage
percent.
container deposit referendum will be a vote
"Our average cost for roadside litter
to improve Maine's litter control law and
pick-up in thP early and middle 1970's
will be a step toward the beginning of
averaged more than $250,000 per fiscal
significant recycling in the state of
year," said Martin Rissel, engineer of
Maine," Gaziano said.
maintenance and operation at the Maine
Department of Transportation. "During
"The present deposit measure has many
problems. Last year's legislature considthe first fiscal year in which the Bottle Law
was fully in effect (July 1, 1978 to June 30,
ered 11 separate bills to improve the law.
1979), our costs for roadside litter pick-up
Most of these amendment proposals would
were $104,000. At the very least, we've cut
have charged Maine consumers more than
our costs in half and we're maintaining
the 24 cents per case they are now charged
cleaner roadsides besides." Rissel said.
for sorting and handling. Rather than pass
Some opponents of the Bottle Bill say
these costly amendments, the legislature
that it has hurt beer sales in the state.
basically waited to see if November voters
' Beer sales...are off in the last two years
and I think in the future that they'll be hurt
[see BOTTLE, back page]
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STATE OF MAINE

STATE OF MAINE

SPECIMEN BALLOT

SPECIAL ELECTION
OFFICIAL BALLOT

A person, candidate or political committee who prepares
or circulates a paper in the form of a
ballot or a part thereof on which is imprinted the words
SPECIMEN BALLOT or the instructions
for voting on a ballot, shall have committed a Class E
crime.
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Shall the Town Council
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of the own
too he authorized to expend up to hut not
exceeding the sum of S 0'
capital outlay purposes to construct and equip an
addition to Orono fun
n
High School'

N

QUESTION NO 2
Sitt
lra1,Ln Council of the Town of Orono be
authorized to issue bonds or notes in
of the town for capital outlay purposes in an amount not
to exceed 53.012.685
construct and equip an addition to Orono Junior-S
enior High School,

REFERENDUM QUESTION NO. I
-Shall a bond issue be ratified in the amount of $16,500,000 for
bridge and highway improvements?"

REFERENDUM QUESTION NO. 3
"Shall a bond issue be ratified in the Amount of $2,500,000 for
energy conservation improvements for local government buildings?"

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
-Shall the Constitution of Maine be amended to remove the literacy
requirements for eligibility to vote?"

A marl, in OW

NO

El
YES

REFERENDUM QUESTION NO. 2
-Shall a bond issue be ratified in the amount of 811.810,000 for
public fish piers, airports and other transportation improvements?"

YES NO

TO BE NOTED FOR IN THE SPECIAL ELECTION TO BE HELD
NOVEMBER 6, 1974 IN THE TOWN OE ORONO

YES
RETURNABLE CONTAINER QUESTION
Do You Wish to Repeal the -Returnable Container Law- (Bottle
Bill)?

by David
Staff

FOR THE TOWN OF ORONO

Special Election November 6, 1979

Place a cross(X)or a check mark(")in•square at the left of each question for which '.ou desire
to vote. A mark in the 1LS box means you are in favor of the question, a mark in the NO box means
that you are opposed.

*

, Ti,, aforesaid sum is the maximum amount
presently eligible for state reimbursement
under Clsapter 502 of Mk 20 of the Maine
State Re-used Statutes Under existing lax
the current rate of reimbursement from
state general fund revenue sources foe debt
service costs In the year in •hsch die project
recetred concept approval will be 53.74% I

YES

NO

Do

QUESTION NO. 3
Shall the Town Council of the Town of
Orono be authorized to issue bonds or notes In
the name of the said town for capital
outlay purposes in an amount not to exceed S65.riN,
to construct and equip an addttion to
Orono Junior-Senior High School'
(The aforesaid sum is the towns estimated
initial local share of the aforesaid project and
is not eligible for state reimbursement
under Chapter .502 of Title 20 of the Maine Revised
Statutes The actual initial local share of
the total cost of the project *III be 5% of the total
cost or one mill multiplied by the units
initial state yaluatron. whichever is less. Further,
the entire additional operating
costs of the new' proper* during its first two years of
operation presently estimated at 545.195 for
each year wdl be borne by revenues raised by
the Town of Orono I

State ballot, left. and Town of Orono
ballot, above, as they will appear Nov. 6 polling
in

...and so are bond issues, voting amendment
by Laura Proud
Staff writer
Along with the Bottle Bill question, next
Tuesday's referendum ballot will ask
voters if they want millions of dollars spent
on various projects.
James S. Henderson, the deputy Secretary of State, said the first item on the
ballot will ask the voter if he or she wishes
the bottle bill to be discontinued. There
are four other items on the ballot. The first
concerns a $16.5 million bond issue for
highway and bridge improvements. The
second involves a bond issue for transpor-

tation improvements aimea in part at
upgrading the state's fish piers as well as
airports.
Another bond issue to be voted on deals
with $2.5 million for energy conservation.
in the form of funds to aid government
buildings, schools, etc. in becoming more
energy-efficient.
The last item on the ballot will ask for
approval of an amendment which would do
away with literacy tests for voting
Students may register to vote right up
until voting day. They may register in a
local community, even if they are not
permanent residents of that community.

Norma a
last nigh
The shol,
(Photo b)

Students must say they are planning to
Rye
in that area for a couple of years, at
least.
If a person is already registered in
another
state or community, he or she must
state so
if he or she wants to register locally,
that
person then cannot vote where
formally
registered.
A registered vote can vote by
absentee
ballot. The state department says
voteres
can send their city or town clerks a
written
request for an absentee ballot
or a
filled-out application obtained
from that
clerk. The application form has
to be
returned separately from the ballot. Either
written request or form must contain the

specific date and name of the election..
When the absentee ballot is completed, it
must be witnessed by a notary public or
similar official. Susan Randall, a secretary
at Alumni Hall, does most notary public
work on campus, according to the Student
Affairs office.
The Student Affait s office said those whc
live on the campus side
of the Stillwater
River can vote at the Newman Center.
Those who live on the other side of the
river, say in Orono,
can vote at the
Community Center on Bennoch Road in
Orono.
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'Iguana' bonanza superlative
by Susan Day
Staff writer
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Nonno, a grandfather played by Cliff Cole in —The Night of the Iguana '• which opened
last night in the pavilion theatre.
The show will run through Nov. 3 with a matinee on Nov. 2.
[Photo by Mitch Tarr]

The combination of an excellent play,
acted out by a suited cast under the
direction of a highly competant director
and utilizing inventive scenery and imaginative costumes is hard to beat.
Tennessee Williams' The Night of the
Iguana, directed by Al Cyrus and costumed
by Carol White, is such a coming together
of excellence.
In such a bonanza of superlatives, it's
hard to single out any individual performers for additional excellence. Yet it is
well deserved here by the main characters
without exception.
James Miller, the Reverend T. Lawrence
Shannon, displayed a talent for gripping
the audience. His scenes of yelled anguish
and deceptively quiet reflection had the
power to force the audience's attention
to
the unpleasant realities of his descriptions,
and the power to give Williams' lines the
delivery they deserve.
Amy Perkins as Maxine Faulk and Lisa

Alleged rape victim summonsed
by David Prudden
Staff writer

marl, la the

The woman who was allegedly sexually
assaulted on Oct. 12 has been summonsed
be the University Police for falsifying a
police report.
The unidentified Scarborough woman.
not a UMO student changed her story a
couple of times, according to UMO
Detective Terry Burgess.
Burgess said that doctors' reports
indicated that she was not sexually
assaulted. "The possibility is still there
that she was physically assaulted, but she

wasn't sexually z•ssaulted," Burgess said
of the Homecoming weekend incident.
The woman had just left a party at Phi
Eta Kappa fraternity when she was
offered a ride by two unidentified males,
Burgess said. She was let out of the car in
the parking lot adjacent to Stodder Hall,
and was headed toward Balentine Hall
where she was staying with some friends.
The woman claimed that she was
attacked as she crossed the quadrangle of
Stodder Complex, but she later stated she
didn't remember what happened.
The case is still pending.
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•Paper
Engineering
Chemical
Engineering
National Starch and Chemical Corporation, one of the fastest growing "specialty
chemicals" companies and a recognized
leader in its field, has unique opportunities
offering exceptional career potential for
seniors majoring in the above.

If unable to attend please send your
resume to
Richard Ranieri, College Relations Manager

STARCH AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Finderne Avenue
Bridgewater, New Jersey 08807
An Affirmative Action Employer M/F

Shown at 7 & 9
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Stathoplos was the outwardly restrained
New England spinster nearing 40. In
inflection, manner and facial expression,
she let the audience see the spectrum of
emotion that runs rampant in Williams'
dramas, especially when this well done.
Her moments alone on stage with Miller
were especially effective, as they were
two
species of the same suffering breed.
Director Cyrus, who also designed the
muted brown set which blends into the
feeling of the pavilion, will be under a lot of
pressure to produce a better play than
Iguana — there hasn't been one around for
a long time.

November 13, 1979

Diane Kurys' de
lightful, new
French Oa!mei
tbout the toys
,iiid soirows of
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ters in France
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A warm and
poignant film •
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Perkins' vocal magnitude matched even
Miller's, and she fell well into the vision of
the moonlight-swimming woman seeking
company.

Please visit our Representative on

Orono Mall Stillwater Ave. 827-7216

te notes Ifl
13.012.885

Stathoplos as Hannah
Jelkes seemed
excellent foils to one another, each dealing
with her own desperation in her own way
— one with hot temper and the other
cool reserve.

•

A BEGGER'S BANQUET!
FEAST YOUR EARS!!
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MUSIC 24 HOURS MUSIC 24 HOURS
GREATEST STARS OF ROCK, NON-STOP!
WMEB-FM Brings you 4 days of non-stop
music during "Beggar's Banquet". WMEB's

FUNDRAISING MARATHON

Support WMEB-FM with a donation pledge!! We need your support to continue to bring you the
best in progressive music, live sports coverage, and very special features.
SHOW THAT YOU CARE ABOUT WMEB-FM!!
STARTS OCT. 31st. CALL 581-7018
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Gerry Scott

What's new?
What's new
Mr. Scott:
enforcement? (W.J. — BCC)

in

Ntfl

law

Dear W.J.:
The Misadventures of
Sheriff LOBO. All kidding aside, please do
not take law enforcement lightly.
Television shows like this one are very
misleading. Once you are arrested by a
police officer, you are his property, often to
do with as he sees fit. One thing society
has done to the law enforcement profession
is to make the officer well aware of the law.

Y,

To 0
One of the things that's new at the
University Police Department is Teamsters
Local 48. Voting in Teamsters was the best
thing tt e members of this department
could hhve done. Policemen have worked
long enough on starvation wages and few
benefits. If the university won't take care
of its employees, the Teamsters will.

"Policemen have worked
long enough on

and few benefits."

But the council gets a minus for the way
it went about instituting the system.
The recommendation to adopt the
system, passed by the council last May, is
a step in the right direction. But to wait
until half way through this semester to
make the system definite is half-cocked.
Why is it so important to have the new
system right away? UMO has survived
long enough without the system; it can
live without it for another semester.
It seems as if the plus-minus system,
rushed in to accomodate this semester's
grading process, was slapped together
-vith little thought.

transcript to indicate what option the
professor felt like using?
If a plus-minus system is going to be
implemented; implement it. Otherwise,
its implementation is of little use to
anyone. It only serves to further confuse
the grading process.
The second major problem with the
adoption of the plus-minus system is its
application to everyone from freshman to
graduate standing.
The council should add a
"grandfather" clause to the system,
allowing those above freshman standing
to continue receiving the straight-letter
grades. Why change horses mid-stram?

And in this apparent haste, two big,
ugly problems surface.

The reflection of a student's
achievements in college can be measured
best with one system rather than two.

The optionality clause, giving individual
faculty members the choice between the
old and new system, presents the biggest
rift. Without uniformity, grades will have
little meaning. How is a student's

The the freshmen, who have not as yet
been measured by the traditional grading
system, the plus-minus system will be a
definite plus. This new process makes
finer distinctions between the finer and
less-than-fine students.

The other thing that's new at the
University Police Department is Bill
Prosser, the assistant director of police
service. This is the smartest thing the
University Administration has done since
I've been here. It they were smarter still,
they would replace both the director of
police and the assistant director of
administration, and make Mr. Prosser
director and administration director. Of
course, Mr. Prosser wouldn't dare say that
he could do all three jobs, so I will. Bill
brought us a fresh philosophy. He said
that there was no need for dealing behind
closed doors; let both the public and the
members of the department know what is
going on. He hoped this policy would
encourage honesty on both sides. After
working in the same room with Bill for a
year. I found he does what he says he'll do
and deals openly with students, press,
legal and his men.
Although I feel we've always been a
first-rate police department, and one the
university community can be proud of,
there seems to be anew pride. While there
are still gripes and grievances, the climate
is much healthier than it was. Of course, if
you don't seethis column next week. I was
wrong•

Gerry Scott is a UMO police officer. His
column appears here Wednesdays.

A.'
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Get up and
shout about it!

A man characterized by a local columnist
as "morally and intellectually bankrupt,"
General William Westmoreland spoke
before a standing-room-only crowd at
Hauck last Tuesday eve....geezus, big
tequila stains all over my notes....practically indistinguishable....may have to wing
it a bit....to the best of my drug-scarred
memory:

Walked in about 7:24 and was greeted by
one of those pathetic, aging hippie-types
who was handing out some highly
moralistic literature. Gave him a look like
Dracula confronted with a cross, and took a
seat with a few members of the local press
down in front on the left.

love her and listen to her songs.

I would like to respond to Crilly Ritz's
article on Karla Bonoff.

I have a Linda Ronstadt album, and
believe me I can think of better ways to
blow $7 than for just a pretty picture. I like
her music.

You write of the "Southern Califormia
laid back country rock scene" and say
that
it has grown "repulsively stagnant."
Why
did you go to Karly Bonoffs concert?
To
hear "repulsively stagnant" music?

Than you for allowing us "ignorant"
music lovers to keep albums. Of course, I
will destroy them when they become
unfashionable to have they lying on my
coffee table.

You imply that all of Karla's creativi
ty
and artistic ability has been cast aside.
The
fact that she writes most of her songs,
and
composes the music, ard they sell, implies
the opposite.

I don't believe that anyone has a right to
voice their own opinion. If you don't like
Linda Ronstadt, Karla Bonoff, or whoever,
fine. Don't listen to them. But when you
imply that anyone that disagrees with you
lacks taste and is only being manipulated
by the system, then, in my opinion, you
have gone too far.

I am sure you are a "psyche major"
to
have evaluated her personality so
thoroughly from a few songs, but I would
suspect that a large amount of her material
comes from observations, not her personal
life.
Saying that Karla is popular may not
mean she's good in your opinion, but it
does mean she's good to the people who

Life at the Big 0

If you feel I have unjustly critizised your
article in any way, I welcome comments.

Meredith Crain
317 Corbett

Dan Warren

Our song is off-key
The "Stein Song" has no place as
the official song of the University of
Maine at Orono.
Alcoholism and discrimination against women are still shamefully
rampant in Maine today. Why, then,
does the state university have a song
that encourages students to "Drink"
to this and that and views women
only as "the girls who will love us
some day"?
The Stein Song might have been
all right for Lincoln Colcord, E.A.
Fenstad and A.W. Sprague, the trio
which wrote and arranged it in 1921.
But it's not appropriate in 1979.
Dozens of individuals and organizations at UMO work to curb alcohol
abuse.
Vice President Thomas Aceto and
Residential Life officials Ross Moriarty and Joline Morrison instruct
their underlings each fall to devise
programs that don't center on
drinking.
Police chief Alan Reynolds warns
against drinking and driving.
And people from the counseling
center try to help people whose
personal lives are drowning in a sea
of alcohol.
But the drinking goes on. And one
reason it does is because our school
song says drinking is okay.
It not only says it's okay. /t
encourages it.
"Fill the steins to dear old Maine.
Fill as the rafters ring. Stand and
drink a toast once again. Let every
loyal Maine man sing. Drink to all
the happy hours. Drink to the
careless days. Drink to Maine, our
Alma Mater, the college of our
hearts always."
Drinking isn't the only activity

The old general really
lived up to his image
by Bill Flack

The Maine Campus welcome
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04469.
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Mad at the world?

urged by the Stein Song.
Women are relegated (subconsciously perhaps) to a place they
don't deserve in history books.
When scientists dig up the rubble
of our civilization 2,000 years from
now and find a copy of the Stein
Song, will they get an accurate
picture of our society at UMO?
Won't they ask why the song
mentions only "Maine men" and not
Maine women?
"Let every loyal Maine man
sing."
"To the rulers of men and their
destinies."
Will they get a 19th century
picture of the role women played in
our lives?
"Drink..,to the lips, to the eyes, to
the girls who will love us some day."
Why doesn't the song have the
women toasting to the men? There
are some quarters at UMO in which
that would be more fitting.
Contrary to what some people will
say, school songs are important.
Travel to Boston, New York, Washington, California. Ask people what
they know about Maine. A surprising
number know the "Stein Song" and,
the words.
The tune is nice. It's pleasant and
catchy. Everybody from eight to 80
sings it at football games, if they
know it.
But to be truly a school song, one
which is accurate and represents us
all, the lyrics must be redone by
someone who wants to bring Maine
into the latter half of the 20th
century.
Dan Warren is Maine Campus
editor. His column appears here
regularly.

Around 7:35 or so, about 25 ROTC guys
(in full fatigues, mind you) marched in (in
formation, no less) and formed a rather
partisan block toward the right rear. A few
perfunctory geers were exchanged and
then both sides settled in for the long haul
to an 8:00 starting time.
Along toward 7:55 or so, the MUAB
ushers told the overflow to take their leave
(fire regulations and such crap) and this
writer decided to down another brownie,
and the first one was starting to wear off
and things were getting boring... when
this farm girl sitting next to me with big
thick glasses, bright red hair, and big red
freckles the size of quarters started eyeing
the brownie bag with a disturbing
intensity. I explained that the brownies
contained medicine for a serious condition
and that was sufficient to curb her
appetite. She'da never known what hit
her.
7:57....a lone student plant in the
audience starts clapping amidst a sea of
deathly quietude, slows down, looks
around in a disoriented manner, and finally
stops, sliding down into his seat.
From then 'til, like, 8:13, some MUAB
officials put on a small (but lively) comedy
show behind their PA microphone that was
fucking up rather severely. Comments in
the press section to the effect of: "you'd
think the dumb bastards would've checked
the thing out before now...," and "ha, ha,
just look at that clod, will you?'
Finally, by 8:15 all was in readiness and
the General appeared. smilling as he sized
up the crowd, behind this ravishing
brunette who was delivering the obligatory
biographical introduction:"....and now I'd
like to present..." and moderate applause
as Westmoreland steps up to the podium,
almost tripping over his own feet on the
way.
For to generate a working rapport with
the audience, he began. It was pitiful,
practically beyond belief, but there he was,
a retired Chief-of-Staff making these
god-awful jokes and incorporating bits of
the Stein Song (can you imagine?) in his
opening remarks.
After this mercifully short portion, the
General launched into his tirade, "the
Soviet challenge to American democracy"
and proceeded to expound upon, what I
thought to be, a fairly typical view of world
politics from a fairly typical far-right
Republican point of view.

By 8:55, with the majority of the
audience snoring loudly, the man was just
getting fired up. Projecting those heavy
eyebrows as if to pound home his points
with his massive brow ridges, he ws
spouting such profundities as: "the
Russians are not a particularly likeable
people" and all of the old red-scare
dominoe theories of world economics. In
protest, at this point, a prominent local
editor shoved a pen up his nose and
brinned broadly.
Thank Rod for the

delay:d action of those brownies. .
The "distinguished lecture" ended just
before 9:00 at which point the General
opened the floor to questions, something
he should never have done.

First up was an Iranian student with a
severe case of home-on-the-mind who
managed to get a delayed apology of sorts
from the General. I don't remember what
he apologized for, though, and I'm not sure
that anybody else did as the questioner
rambed on somewhat unintelligibly for a
long time.

A few historical queries the General
fielded easily and with obvious appreciation, then some long-haired peacenik
inquired as to the status of the General's
christianity, and upon receiving an affirmative reply that it was operational
(functional?!), zapped the old guy with a
big fat hypocritical paradox that he never
saw coming.

"
...and moderate
applause as
Westmoreland steps up
to the podium, almost
tripping over his own
feet on the way."

"How, then, can you justify a life of
efficiency — killing of thousands of
innocent women and children?" the guy
asked.
Caught off guard!!
That sudden
sickening moment of profound indecisiveness!! Just momentary, though! With
a look of supreme contempt and utter
condemnation, he turned and demanded,
"Next question."
The audience responded in a mixture of
outrage and mild applause. Except the
ROTC guys. of course. Ya gotta give it to
those guys. they stuck with their man all
the way to the bottom. And while those all
around them hooted and hollered, the guys
in green celebrated the General's intellectual acievement by applauding with
gusto. Again, words like 'pitiful' and
'awfully simple' sprand almost immediately to mind....
The General then suggested a short
break, after which he'd return to answer
more questions. Unfortunately, at
that
point the only pertinent question remaining was that posed earlier in print
by
Professor Doug Allen of the Philosophy
Department; namely, "Why should
(Westmoreland)...(have been) given $2000
to speak at UMO?"
....why indeed?

Bill Flack is a sophomore
psychology
major.

ostate and national
update
Lawyer suggests two
alternatives for Loeb
MANCHESTER, N.H. — A lawyer for
William Loeb, publisher of the Manchester
Union Leader, has suggested two alternatives to a court-ordered sale of 25
percent of the newspaper.
Loeb agreed to the sale last July in
settling a suit charging pension law
violations.
Boston Lawyer Ralph Sullivan made the
suggestions in a letter last month to E.F.
Hutton, the firm chosen to handle the sale.
Sullivan said the interests of the employees
participating in the newspaper's pension
plan would not be served if the stock were
sold to a competing media interest.
Sullivan was responding to a U.S. Labor
Department statement that the stock must
be sold at the highest possible price.
Sullivan suggested that the pension plan
should continue to own the 1,250 shares at
a value determined by Hutton, or that the
Union Leader should buy the shares back
from the pension plan for $750,000, the
minimum sale price set by a 1979 suit
settlement.

Woman judge chosen
for cabinet post
WASHINGTON — President Carter
yesterday chose Shirley Hufstedler, the
first woman federal appeals judge, to be
the first Secretary of the Department of
Education.
Carter, in a statement read to reporters
by a spokesman, called Mrs. Hufstedler
"one of the best minds in the country to fill
the position."
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Deputy White House News Secretary
Rex Granum said the 54 year-old Mrs.
Hufstedler had met with Carter Monday
aftern000n, when the job offer was made
and accepted.
Her selection is subject to Senate
confirmation.

Mrs. Hufstedler is the third woman to be
named to a cabinet post by Carter. The
others were Commerce Secretary Juanita
Kreps and HEW Secretary Patricia Roberts
Harris.
In announcing Carter's decision, Granum left open the possibility that Mrs.
Hufstedler would be considered for a
position on the U.S. Supreme Court if a
vacancy occurs while Carter is in office.
She is now on the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals in California.

The idea behind the bill is to give the
railroad some breathing time — six
months' worth
to put its fiscal affairs in
order.

The firm has started marketing
what it
calls "ACU—COT," a package of
small
round adhesive, bandages that
contain
magnetic patches.

Company may market
magnets for aches

The dots, when put on sore
muscles or
joints, supposedly create a magneti
c field
that stimulates the flow of blood
to the
affected area, and also reduces
"atmospheric pressure" on the outside
of the
body.

(ZNS) An Akron.. Ohio company is
planning to cash in on the oriental custom
of using magnets to relieve aches and
pains.
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The Magnetic patches will sell for
$5.95,
It is unclear, however, whether
you will
also attract hair pins, coins, and
other
small metallic objects while under
treatment
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WASHINGTON — The Senate approved an emergency funding package for
the Milwaukee Railroad which would
provide $90 million if passed by the House.
The bill, which passed on a voice vote
without debate, would give the railroad $15
million a month for the next six months.
The money would come from the
Railroad Trust Fund, a pool of money
supported by donations from the nation's
carriers.
The Milwaukee road carries more than
five percent of the nation's grain to market.
The bankrupt company plans to cut its
service in half on Thursday unless it can
get some sort of aid. All service west of
Miles City, Montana would be affected by
the cut.
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The coalition, contending the ads are
deceptive, said it's taking the issue to
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HOUSTON — Three former Houston
police officers have been resentenced on
their convictions for conspiring to violate
the civil rights of a Mexican -American who
died in their custody.
The three men received sentences of one
year and one day in prison for the 1977
incident.
An appeals court had ordered U.S.
District Court Judge Ross Sterling to
resentence the officers after ruling that his
earlier sentence of probation on the felony
count was illegal.

Coalition says ads
are deceptive
AUGUSTA — Some environmental
groups want certain television ads opposing Maine's Bottle Deposit Law taken

CAMPUS)
CRIER

(

MUM

Maine voters go to the polls next
Tuesday to decide whether to repeal the
Returnable Deposit Law, approved in a
referendum three years ago.
Bottle Law opponents, who prefer a litter
recycling program, began a media blitz last
weekend. Their ads urge people to vote
"yes" to support the "Litter Law." But if
voters want continuation of the Bottle
Deposit Law, they should actually vote
"no" — against repeal.

FOR SALE — four gowns — size 9,
only worn once. Also women's down
vest, size 9. No reasonable offer
refused. Call 866-3462.

FOR SALE — VW Kharman Ghia
1971 — 80,000 miles
rebuilt engine, call Allan Lobozzo
323 Oxford, 581-7789

Found in Murray Hall, Record
Album. Identify in Room 100.

Sunny skies prevail
Mostly sunny skies are expected to
prevail today with temperatures reaching
the 50s in the north and low 60s in
the
south. The chance of rain today is 10
percent. The extended forecast calls for a
ridge of high pressure dominating
our
weather through the middle of the week.
Thursday's outlook is for fair weather but
rain is expected late Friday or Saturday.
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Halloween
Costume
Contest
featuring Scott Folsom
Wednesday Oct. 31 at the

Bears Den
Pub Prize will be
2 tickets to dinner
Costumes will be judged at 10:30

CURTAIN

The 1979 PRISMS
are here! You can pick yours
up at the Prism office
(basement of Lord Hall)
starting Monday, Nov. 5th,
9-11 and 1-3.

RESEARCH
Students with piles of assignments and
short deadlines know that relief is available they contact us (.Jr research
papers are proven time-saving re
search tools Send for our latest mailorder catalog — it gives you ready ac
cess to thousands of quality research
papers covering all college sublect
areas Send now and have a virtual Ii
brary at your fingertips in a few days
We also provide custom research writ
ten to your specifications AR matenals
sold for research assistance only
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Tickets on sale now at Hauck Box Office and at
the Pavilion Theatre 7 P.M. to curtain.
Due to arrangement of theatrical space, latecomers
cannot be seated until Intermission
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Name

If you're a junior or senior, majoring in sciences like math, physics or engineering,the Navy
has a program you should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for
short)and if you qualify, you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your senior
year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School. you'll get an additional year of
advanced technical education. This would cost thousands in a civilian school, but in the
Navy, we pay you.
It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only one of every six applicants will be
selected. But if you make it, you'll have unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs both in the Navy and out.
Call your Navy representative at (617) 223-6216. Not only can it help you complete
college, it can be the start of an exciting career.
Ask your Placement Officer to set up an interview with a Navy representative when he
visits the campus on:
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1979

Address

or contact your Navy representative at (617) 223-6216 collect, or send resume to:

RESEARCH UNLIMITED. INC.
348 Ridge Road
Lyndhurst NJ 07071
201-939-1300
Enclosed is $1 00 (to cover postage)
Please rush my catalog

Lay

NAVY OFFICER PROGRAMS
470 Atlantic Ave.. Boston, MA 02210

State Zip

.51u...ifenES
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GSS president fights
optionality clause
• by George BurcPck
Staff writer
Last night. Student Senate President
Stephen Bucherati brought up a resolution
before the senate to obtain a delay in the
implementation of the plus-minus grading
system.
Bucherati said that by Nov. 12, enough
evidence will be presented to the Council of
Colleges, which passed the measure last
spring, to get a delay. Through channels
suggested by the Vice President of
academic Affairs, Bucherati said "they
would get their way on certain things."
"As far as getting the delay, I think we
can get that for sure," Bucherati said "As
far as abolishing the whole thing in
December, if 1 came up before the Council
of Colleges saying 80 percent of the
student body doesn't want the system. I
don't see how they could turn their backs
on 80 percent of the student population.
There is no way they could."

"If students don't
want it and we know
it, then we are going
to fight against it."
Bucherati said students in Hart, Androscoggin and Oxford halls voted unanimously against the new grading system.
Bucherati expects surveys to show 80
percent of the student body to be against
the system.
"The thing is that this is a correctable
situation. ' Bucherati said. "It students
don't want it and we know it then we are
going fight against it and stop it one way or
the other."
The plus-minus system, which was
approved by a majority vote by the
colleges of the university, contains an
optionality clause permitting professors to
use the system at their own discretion.
According to Bucherati, the clause does not
make sense.
"As far as I am concerned, and most of
the students are concerned, that (optionality clause) is out to lunch," Bucherati
said. Bucherati also said the system at
fecfs borderling grades.
"If someone gets an 81 in class and the
professor is using the system then that is a
B-, it goes down in the record as 2.7,"
Bucherati said. "It doesn't show anywhere
on the record that it was optional. It is
nr105
,
111_Pfc

Dubay's Auto Parts
Complete Line
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& Equipment
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Bangor ‘
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THE STORE
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Retired officer
dies at home

crazy. I just think it is really screwed up to
not have this across the board but
optional."

A retired chief of the Campus Police who
served 13 years died unexpectedly Friday
in his house in Stillwater.

This could have an effect on students
who want to go to graduate school he said.
Graduate schools would look at grades and
they wouldn't realize the system had been
in use.

Stephen Roger (Tot) Gould, 71, was a
second-term member of the Maine House
of Representatives for the area which
Troawdnu
d00
ud g
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As an example, Bucherati said that if a
student actually obtained a B plus and the
professor was not using the new system,
the student would receive a B on his
record.
Due to the minus and plus additions, the
administration claims it will be more
accurate in evaluating your class work,
Bucherati said.
According to Bucherati the second
contention held by the administration is it
will help "rampant grade inflation," which
it says hurts the University of Maine
student.
Bucherati said he could understand their
concern over inflation since 74 percent of
the students in the college of education
made deans list, but the average GPA is
decreasing.
"In 1947 the average GPA was 2.47,"
he said. "In 1972, 25 years later, the
average GPA was 2.47. In 1975 it went up
to 2.66 — it was a bonus year. for what
reason I don't know. But it has gone down
ever since then."
Bucherati said the way the grade system
is now, the students at either end of the
grade continuum will be hurt the most.
"In order to get a 4.0 you have got to get
a 94, so it is going to hurt the A student,"
said Bucherati. "To get an A you have to
get a 94 or better there is no A plus in this
system. Most of us will get a 91 or
something like that and it will go down in
their record as 3.7; when that happens you
are going to see "accums" start to go
down."
At the other end of the grade scale,
students will need a 2.0 to graduate but
may not attain it due to the new grading
system.
'From now on. if the student has a C
minus average, he can't graduate because
the C minus is a 1.7," Bucherati said. "So
students have to have at least a C
average."

With this type of evidence he said ills%
senate could go to the December meeting
with "our guns loaded and all the ammo in
the world. If I find out students want it then
we will let it sit. but I don't think they do.

IF

THE MEN'S
ROOM

Professional
Hair Styling'
Don Hoxie 947-4870
Viki Wilcox 947-3924
Sunbury Mall - Bangor
$1.00 off all cuts
Tuesday thru Thursday

PENOBSCOT
AUTO CO. INC
NEW &
USED PARTS
MAIN ROAD
ORONO
866-4988
4111. 411.

Stephen Roger Gould, ex-campus police
officer. died Friday. He had served for 13
years on the police force in which time he
also served as University Police Chief

ated from the Harvard
School of Police Sciences. He was also a
sergeant in the Maine State Police for 20
years.
Director of Police and Safety, Alan
Reynolds, knew Mr. Gould when he
worked with him for the Campus Police.
"He was a great guy. You couldn't ask for
a better friend." Reynolds said Mr. Gould
wi..s easy for everyone to get along with,.
and was always smiling. Even after he'
retired. Reynolds said Mr. Gould would
come by the station and talk with the other
men and women over a cup of coffee.
Mr. Gould was an honorary member of
Kappa Sigm Fraternity. He was leader of
the Steve Gould Dixieland band.

Alaine Even
Wednesday, October 31, 1979
Conference: The Process of Suicide.
Memorial Union, UMO.
12:00 noon. Wildlife Seminar — "A
Report on the Recent Bobcat Workshop."
204 Nutting Hall.
12:00 noon. Women's Point of View. Coe
Lounge, Union.
3:30 p.m.
Study Skills Seminar:
"Relaxation Techniques Before Exams."
Speaker: Russ Whitman. South Bangor
Lounge, Union.
4:00 p.m. Reinvestment Committee meeting. Sutton Lounge, Union.
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Preventive medicine
program. Somerset Hall lobby.
6:00-6:45 p.m. Vegetarian pot-luck meal.
MCA center.
6:45-7:30 p.m.
World Hunger Ed.
Discussion. MCA Center.
7:00 and 9:15 p.m. IDB Movie — "Spirits
of the Dead." 130 Little Hall.
8:00-11:00 p.m. "Scott Folsom." Bear's
Den.

8:15 p.m. Faculty recital. Louis Hall,
oboe; Susan Heath, flute; Kathryn Ann
Foley, piano, Hauck Auditorium.

8:15 p.m. "The Night of the Iguana."
Pavillion Theatre.

Thursday, November 1, 1979.

Sexuality Symposium

11:30 a.m. Open forum — "The 3rd
World: Beyond Capitalism or Socialism,"
Prof. Mark Lutz, Economics. 1912 Room,
Union.
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8:15 p.m. "The Night of the Iguana."
Pavillion Theatre.
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BANGOR TRAVEL
AGENCY
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Complete
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experts.
187 Exchange Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
207-947-0376
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6:30-8:00 p.m. Women in Worship and the
Bible. MCA Center.

GROCERIES—GAS
COLD BEVERAGES

HOURS: 9 - 6
CHARLENE WRIGHT
Phone 942-3442
Mon. thru Fri.
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Conference: "Guiding Adolescents in
Sexual Decision-Making." Union.

NEWCO MARKET
232 MAIN ST.
ORONO
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BARBER SHOP

TUES. — SAT. 7-5
827-5531
RICK CROCKER
Barber-Stylist
Room 21
15 Cross Street
Downtown Bangor
Daily 8-5
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Retired general denounces
arms limitation treaty

ipus Police who .
)ectedly Friday

by Carol Saunders
Staff writer
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Retired General William C. Westmoreland warned of a severe Soviet threat to the
U.S. political democracy and denounced
the SALT II treaty, as he spoke to an
audience in the over-crowded Hauck
Auditorium Tuesday night, Oct. 22.
Westmoreland, who was part of UMO's
Distinguished Lecture Series, said the
biggest threat to our national security is
not the Soviets taking over Western
Europe with communist forces, but the
economic and political interests of the
increasing number of countries subservient
to U.S.S.R. being taken from the United
States.
"It is not by accident that their newly
acquired friends and bases are associated
with countries we look to for raw
materials," he said.
The former U.S. Army Chief said the
United States is the major obstacle to the
Soviets and the Soviet Union is the only
military power that threatens the U.S.
"Let's face it. During the past 10 years,
we have been outmanuevered by the
Soviets. They have taken full advantage of
our weak military posture and the loss or
much of our national wealth," he said.
Westmoreland said that the SALT II
treaty was an "unrealistically deceptive
narrow frame of reference" and could
result in the opposite of its intentions.
He also said that the U.S. has decreased
its military since Salt I. in hopes that the
Soviets would too. He explained that the
Soviets continued the expansion of their
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He was also a
;e Police for 20
I Safety, Alan
3uld when he
Campus Police.
couldn't ask for
said Mr. Gould
get along with,
Even after he.
r. Gould would
k with the other
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e was leader of
band.

the Iguana."

)79.

Adolescents in
Union.

Distinguished Lecturer. Genreal William C. Westmoreland denounced the Salt 11
treaty in front of a crowd in Hauck Auditorium.
there was a "grand design to envoke a
draft system to the Mediterranean area to
keep industrial countries out of African
oil."
Westmoreland said he had never heard
of such a concept and explained that the
U.S. would not have the capability to put
people there or support them.
His belief was that the desire to serve

one's country is at a low ebb.
"We hear so much about rights, rights,
rights, but what about duties?" he said.
The former commander said that the
military had to lower its standards during
Vietnam and use marginal types for
officers, as many prime candidates were
"hiding out" at college campuses.

CAN YOU ...
...have fun, work with professional people
and equipment to lose inches and
pounds???
Can you come in and take a tour of the
salon???

— "The 3rd
or Socialism,"
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Vorship and the

UMO CONCERT COMMITTEE

invites you
to spend an evening with

Yes you can !!!
The girls at Vogue will make getting in
shape fun, and our specialized equipment
will help make it easy.
We offer a special 6 week
program for students.
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Students have different opinions on
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Cutler Health Center. Some have
confidence in the services and personnel
there. Others have had bad experiences.
Friday, staff writers Michael Finnegan
and Julia Frey examine student corn —
plaints and present explanations from
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forces and increased their military budget
from three to five percent. On the other
hand, the U.S. has cut its Army by 25
percent and the Air Force by 34 percent.
"We have always had a technological
edge, but we are slowly losing it," he said.
Westmoreland said that the recruitment
of women and 18 to 25 year-olds has also
decreased.
He promoted a large military budget and
suggested the U.S. devote more time to
research, develop a better intelligence
organization, and appoint skilled diplomats
in necessary countries to secure and
protect our international relations.
The retired general said that although
the Soviet growth rate is small, they could
be self-sufficient before long with the aid of
vital countries.
"Their strategy of adversity encourages
moral decay to neighbors; they intimidate
our friends and submerge us without firing
a shot," he said.
The reaction of the audience was mixed.
Demonstrators bearing signs "Why pay a'
war criminal to speak at UMO," distributed anti-Westmoreland pamphlets.
Westmoreland, who was Commander of
Military Assistance in Vietnam, said he
had no rtgrets about the role he played in
the wail He suggested that political
figures sf)ould not have restricted the arms
effort to win the war or force the enemy to
negotiate under the table.
He said the use of napalm was
exaggerated by the news media to look like
commonplace occurences.
A retired Air Force sergeant asked if

9

arid

rot

Read this special Public Awareness
report Friday in the Daily Maine Campus.

Viith Sfrect3cincL
IDAY, NOV..2 8pm
memorial gym
'tickets on sale in Union and
Deorsey's, downtown
Concert Committee/ MUAB, a board of student government
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Field hockey team winsstate title
by Deb Kupa
Staff writer
The UMO field hockey team ended a
very successful season by taking the
championship at the state tournament last
weekend. The team finished with a 6-3-2
record, and were unbeaten in state
competition.
The lady Black Bears began the
tournament with a 3-1 win over Bowdoin
Playing on
College Friday afternoon.
Bowdoin's home field, the team used their
solid defense to keep their opponents to
one goal. The three Maine goals came in
the first half, with a goal by Gwyn Bown
and two by Janet Hoskin, Stephanie
Durant assisted on Hoskin's first goal.

8. Shooting was also close, Bowdoin taking
12 shots, while UMO took 15.
In the other game played Friday, UMPI
beat a strong Colby team to win a spot in
the playoffs.
The championship match against UMPI
proved to be a tough one, going into double
overtime. Coach peb Davis termed the
match with the defending state champs "a
very rough game."

minutes of regulation play was completed
with no score, the game went into the first
Both
/
2 minute overtimes.
of two 71
overtimes were played out, again with no
score.
The teams then went into a
stroke-off, in which each team sends 5
players up in one-on-one face-offs with the
goalie. Maine's score came on the second
stroke, a shot by Joanne Petkus. Goalie
Dot Johnston played brilliant defense in
stopping some tough shots from the UMPI
players.

The Bears dominated play, with 23 shots
on goal as compared to 4 for UMPI. UMPI
did not have any corners in the game, while
UMPI is one of UMO's roughest
UMO had 18. Goalie Dot Johnston had 3
playing unyielding defense
competitors,
saves in the win, while UMPI had 7.
and a "hit and hustle" type of game,
In the second half a penalty stroke was according to Davis.
"We had one
assessed to UMPI resulting from their opportunity for a goal, but there were 4
Goalie Dot Johnston had 6 saves in the intentionally hitting the ball over the end UMPI players lying in front of the goal,"
effort, while her Bowdoin counterpart had line. The one-on-one shot was missed, said Davis.
leaving the score at 0-0. When the 70

Davis said this season was the most
successful the team had had since she
began coaching at UMO 4 years ago. She
attributed the team's success to the
preseason training period that was conducted in late August. She also cited the
fact that the players are becoming
accustomed to her style of coaching, and to
playing a control type of game. "I am very
proud of them," said Davis.
Dot Johnston summed up the team's
feeling about the season in one word,
"Super!"
There is a possibility the team will be
asked to play at the regional tournament,
which is attended by such schools as Yale,
UConn, and Harvard.

Hockey team struggles in exhibition games
by Danno Hynes
Staff writer
The University of Maine hockey team
ran into much more than it expected
durting the weekend when it played the
University of New Brunswick in two
exhibition games. The Black Bears tied the
Red Devils in the first contest and had to go
into overtime to defeat them in the second
contest.
The exhibition games were played in
New Brunswick and Presque Isle in an
effort to promote hockey in northern Maine
and New Brunswick.

In Friday night's contest played under
Canadien rules in New Brunswick the
Bears had to come from behind to tie the
game in the third period. The Black Bears
took the lead in the first period on an
unassisted Paul Croke goal but three
unanswered New Brunswick goals after
that left Maine at a 3-1 disadvantage early
in the third period.
Defenseman Dave Ellis' goal 22 seconds
into the period with a Gary Conn assist
made the contest close before John
Tortorella's power play goal one minute
later tied the game. Dwight Montgomery
and Rob Zamejc assisted on the goal that
proved to be the last of the contest.

Saturday night the contest was played
under American rules at the Northern
Maine Fo:um in Presque Isle but the Black
Bears had as ,nuch trouble as before with
the ikvils, a team they beat 10-1 and 11-1
in Orono last season.
Paul Croke once again got the Bears on
the scoreboard in the first period with an
assist by Gaetan Bernier. Maine scored
two more in the second period by Dwight
Montgomery and Robert LaFleur with
assists from Andre Aubut, Brian Hughes
and Jon Leach before UNB countered with
its first goal of the game. Maine and New
Brunswick then traded one goal each in the
period including Brian Hughes unassisted
tally to make the score 4-2 in Maine's favor

entering the third.
Joe Crespi scored early in the third from
Andre Aubut to give Maine a comfortable
lead and almost certain victory but New
Brunswick refused to play dead. Three
straight UNB goals, the last coming at
16:5 I or the period tied the game and sent
it into overtime.
At 4:50 of the overtime period Brian
Hughes settled the issue with the winning
goal on assists from Lafleur and Montgomery.
Maine will open up its regular season
next Friday at Alfond Arena against St.
Mary's.

CANTEEN
CANTEEN
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PIN BALL
1
TV GAMES
POOL & SOCCER
ARCADE GAMES
JUKE BOXES

244 PERRY ROAD
BANGOR

I
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scores big

During the month of October, The Ski Rack is offering you
r'/]
a good deal on Touring Packages. The savings are terrific?
And with each touring package you purchase, you will also
-----ei-, oF 0:receive a special coupon that will entitle you to one free lesson at the
Carrabassett Valley Touring Center during the 79/80 ski season.

road win
by Scott Cole
Staff writer

s
ord,

While the rest of the student body was
spending the October break at various
locales catching up on some rest and
relaxation, the members of the football
team were forced to spend theirs in Easton,
Pennsylvania. Scenic Easton is the home
of Lafayette College, and unless you spent
the break sightseeing at the Black Hole of
Calcutta or think a touchdown is something
astronauts worry about, you know Maine
surprisingly knocked off their guests 34-21.

I be
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rale,

WAXABLE PACKAGE
$ 70.00
39.95
11.00
9.95
5.00
3.50
$1394()

Bicknell pointed toward two offensive
series as the telling factors in UMO's
second win of the year. The first sequence
came on the heels of a score by Lafayette
which cut Maine's lead to 21-14 late in the
second quarter. Soon after the Leopards'
tally the visitors connected on a 46-yard
pass play to give the Bears added
breathing room at the half.
Key series number two took place in the
fourth quarter. The black Bears were
hanging on to a 28-21 lead and came up
with an offensive drive that had doubly
pleasing results. This march was a long,
methodical one which not only resulted in
six points, but also ate up sizeable chunks
of time. Lorenzo Bouier capped a very
impressive afternoon by scoring that
game-clinching TD.
Bouier, the kid out of East Hartford,
Connecticut, rang up 176 yards rushing,
returned a kickoff 53 yards, and socred two
touchdowns. "Bouier continues to develop
as a back. Before his career is over he'll be
a great back in this league," his head
coach assured.

NOW:$10495
'You can substitute Heierling Lady Tourer. Falun. or Norsk for
Sill 00 more

14IrSIEISSIL-4,

WAXLESS PACKAGE

WAXABLE PACKAGE

Rossignol Baikal Touring AR Waxiess
Fiberglass Skis
Heierling Marathon Touring Boots
Exel Polaris Fiberglass Poles
Dovre 3-pin Gold Bindings
Professional Mounting
Hot Wax Tip and Tails

$ 75.00
39.95
11.00
9.95
8.00
3.00
$146.90

Kneissl Tourer Waxable Fiberglass Skis
Heierling Marathon Touring Boots
Exel Polaris Fiberglass Poles
Dovre 3-pin Gold Bindings
Professional Mounting
Hot Wax and Base Preparation

$ 75.00
39.95
11.00
9.95
5.00
3.50
$14440

SAVE:$36.95

SAVE:$29.45

NOW:$109.95

NOW:$11495

You can substitute Heierling Lady Tourer. Falun. or Norsk for
S10 00 more

'You can substitute Heierling Lady Tourer. Falun. or Norsk Jor
510 00 more

ROSSIGNOL

ROSSIGNOL

CARIBOU AR PACKAGE
(183-218) Waxless

CARIBOU WAXABLE PACKAGE
(183-218)

Rossignol Caribou AR
Heierling Marathon Touring Boots
Exel Polaris Fiberglass Poles
Dovre 3-pin Gold Bindings
Professional Mounting
Hot Wax Tip and Tails

$ 90.00
39.95
11.00
9.95
8.00
3.00

Rossignol Caribou
Heierling Marathon Touring Boots
Exel Polaris Fiberglass Poles
Dovre 3-pin Gold Bindings
Professional Mounting
Hot Wax and Base Preparation

$ 85.00
39.95
11.00
8.95
5.00
3.50
$153.40

$161.90

SAVE:$31.95

SAVE:$28.45

NOW:$129.95

NOW:$12495

'You can substitute Hording Lady Tourer. Falun. or Norsk for
$IO 00 more

'You can substitute Heierling Lady Tourer. Falun. or Notsk for
510.00 more

i

JUNIOR PACKAGES

Bicknell also had praise for the job
turned in by full back Brian Bniso. Ranked
third on the depth chart, the junior
first-time starter stepped in for the injured
Steve McCue and responded with a solid
performance highlighted by a touchdown.
Of course any star-spangled performances turned in by the Maine backfield
would not be accomplished without the
bulldozers on the line. Thanks to their help
the Black Bears controlled the line of
scrimmage as the offense was getting give
and six yards on first down plays. Anyone
from Amos Alonzo Stagg to Hank Stram
would tell you that its a heckuva lot easier
to operate out of a second and 4 situation
than it is from a second and 9.

1

$13940

NOW:$89.95
ROSSIGNOL

"We're playing in a very physical
league," said Bicknell of the Yankee
Conference. "They (Lafayette) just don't
have the totally physical credentials the
Yankee Conference does."

$ 70.00
- 39.95
11.00
9.95
5.00
3.50

SAVE:$34.45
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Rossignol Baikal Touring Waxable
Fiberglass Skis (180-215)
Heierling Marathon Touring Boots
Exel Polaris Fiberglass Poles
Dovre 3-pin Gold Bindings
Professional Mounting
Hot Wax and Base Preparation

SAVE:$49.45
You can substitute Hording Lady Tourer. Falun. or Norsk for
Ski 00 more

"They're not as good as what we've
been playing," Bicknell responded when
asked what was the secret to the Bears'
having Lafayette's number three years in a

Brian
nning
Nont.

ROSSIGNOL

WAXABLE PACKAGES
Elan RBT Waxable Fiberglass Skis
(180-215)
Heierling Marathon Touring Boots
Exel Polaris Fiberglass Poles
Dovre 3-pin Gold Bindings
Professional Mounting
Hot Wax and Base Preparation

Or was it really such a surprising
victory? Granted the Black Bears were 1-6
and Lafayette was 4-1-1 ranked 7th in
Division IAA and talking bowl possibilities. Nevertheless you still might get an
argument from Jack Bicknell if you called
the game an upset. The Maine coach was
confident of his team's chances during the
week prior to the game. Lafayette, in fact,
was a welcome break from the Bears'
Yankee Conference schedule which is
definitely underrated in its difficulty.
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WAXABLE PACKAGE

WAXLESS PACKAGE

Rossignol Baikal Touring Jr. Waxable
Fiberglass Skis (150-160-170cm)
Heierling Junior Touring Boots
Exel Junior Poles
Dovre 3-pin Gold Bindings
Professional Mounting
Hot Wax and Base Preparation

Rossignol Baikal Touring AR Jr. Waxless
Fiberglass Skis
$ 55.00
29.95
Heierling Junior Touring Boots
8.00
Exel Junior Poles
9.95
Dovre 3-pin Gold Bindings
Professional Mounting
5.00
Hot Wax Tip and Tails
3.00
$110.90

SAVE:$3145

SAVE:$30.95

NOW:$1495
.,

NOW:$19.95

,

.

So this win was just what the doctor
ordered to elevate any drooping Maine
spirits and give the team a mental lift
heading into Saturday's game at Delaware.
When you're facing a team with an arsenal
like Delaware's (i.e. these lads know how
to play football a little bit) any lift is more
than welcome.

$ 50.00
29.95
8.00
9.95
5.00
3.50
$10640
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Store Hours

Maine Square, Hogan Road, Bangor
•
945-6474 or 945-6475
Saturday
10-6
Wednesday
8c
Monday, Thursday, & Friday 10-9 Tuesday,
Sugarloaf Store Open Weekends in October
#
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Banks case closed

Marijuana

Here's the Law
MARIJUANA is still against the law, even in small
amounts. Basically there are two Menses possible her.,
"pommesion' and 'furnibhing. Posseaion is no longer criminal. It is called a 'civil violation.' You can't get a
criminal record or be put in jail for possesion, but you
can get s aignificant fine.
Possesion is only a violation when you have a 'usable
amount.'
In other words. if you are caught with a few ashes
or scrapings, there la no offense. Pore than that and you
are in violation.
'Furnishing' means to 'give, dispense, administer,
prescribe, deliver or otherwise transfer to another.' It is
a criminal offense. You can get a record, and up to a year
In jail and a $500 fine. In a curious twist, the law 'presumes' that you are furnishing if you merely possess more
than an ounce and a half. It is not yet clear whether it is
constitutional for the state to simply presume that which
may not in fact be true, but until that little detail is c
cleared up, you risk a good deal by possessing more than an
ounce and a half.
The fines for simple possession depend on the particular juddp you come in frony of. Generally they are running at about $100, though each judge hae certain idlosyncracies.
For example, Judge Clark of Penobscot County may assess you
according to a $25 per plant formula.
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Banks was killed in a holdup at a hotel
parking lot last spring in New Orleans,

•Boo

_
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where he was assisting in the research of
the defense of the Indian land claims case.
Isaac Knapper, 17, will be sentenced on
Nov. 7. The charge of first degree murder
has the penalty of life imprisonment, and
there is no possibility of parole or
probation.

shame it has to be made.

[continued from page 11
could cover the same street repeatedly.
Costumes, of course, were another major
consideration. Many were satisfied with
the traditional ghost (an old bed sheet),
witch or skeleton. Others were more
creative. My most original costume had to
be the one when I pasted leaves to a giant
green garbage bag and put it over my
head. I went as a pile of leaves.
We gorged on popcorn, bubble gum. and
Sweet Tarts until Thanksgiving.
Those were the days.

••••• ••••

...mammon
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A 17-year old New Orleans youth was
found guilty last Friday of first degree
murder in the gunshot slaying of university
history professor, Ronald Banks.

These days. however, we live in a more
skeptical age.
You've all heard the stories—kids find
razor blades in apples, drugs sprinkled on
popcorn, arsenic on candied apples. The
hooror tales get worse every year.

However, all is not lost. Tonight, area
youngsters, perhaps the last of a dying
breed, will knock upon doors throughout
their neighborhoods and keep this dwindling tradition alive.
They will perhaps be a bit more cautious,
and the candy will probably be checked
before eaten. But the greed will still be
there.
And thousands of teachers will tell
thousands of kids to throw thousands of
wads of gum into thousands of waste
baskets. Myriads of mothers will cry,
"You'll spoil your supper if you eat any
more candy." And hundreds of dentists
will make thousands of dollars filling
cavities.
No wonder my dentist could afford to
give out toothbrushes.
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OCIrs newsletter -Off Center- was stopped last Thursday by PICS for the item
appearing under the legal brief

half weeks.
Brodeur also sponsored a resolution that
was unanimously passed supporting the
present Maine Bottle Bill and giving the
(SS's endorsement to a "no- vote on the
upcoming referendum question on the
repeal of the Bottle Bill on Nov. 6.

•OCB

[continued from page 11

"Because it went through before doesn't
make it right," McCellan said, "that's
what my job is, to check on these things."
he added.
According to Pickle, a week before the
October issue of the newsletter was to
come out, he received a letter of
congratulations from Dwight Rideout. dear
of student affairs. He was referring to the
September issue of the newsletter.
In the letter, Rideout said, "I was
impressed with the information you have
provided for the off-campus students, if I
can play a supportive role in your efforts
please let me know."
Rideout said because the board of
trustees collects student activity fees and
allocates them to the student senate for
expenditures including OCR, then OCB is
considered a part of the senate and the
university.
"There are some agencies more affiliated with the university than others,"
Rideout said.

•Bottle

•GSS
[continued from page 1]
said.
The senate also passed a resolution
tabling all financial actions by the senate
until the audit being done on the senate
budget is completed.
Kevin Freeman, Cumberland senator,
who sponsored the bill, said the senile has
no idea how much money is available to
them. Freeman said figures varying from
$8,500 to $30,000 have been stated as
figures on the surplus.
"It's clear to me senators don't know
about the finances." Freeman said," And
if they aren't sure, then I'm sure
constituents aren't either.
Chie nay vote was recorded on the
resolution—that of Roger Brodeur, Ballantine, Colvin, and Estabrooke.
Brodeur said he objected to the
resolution because it had no contingency
plans for emergencies in the coming
weeks. Bucherati estimated that the audit
won't be complete for another two-and-a-

[continued from page 2]
would allow a fresh start to be made toward
enacting a totally effective litter control
and recycling law," he said.
"I'm for a YES vote on the returnable
container question because I see it as a way
to use presently available funds to get our
stores out of the trash business and to get
our state into total recycling and litter
control."
Although the pro-Bottle Bill group does
not have the funding their counterparts do,
they are looking for a big victory.
We think it is important to stress that a
NO vote is a vote to keep the current Bottle
Law," he said.
"Because the state-wide ballot only
contains referendum issues, there's the
chance of a light turn-out and I think that
would work against us. In order to get the
kind of landslide victory that we want, we
are going to have to have everybody vote
November sixth," Bertocci said.
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So in the interest of safety and avoiding
these loonies, the tradition and the art of
trick-or-treating has begun to dissolve.
Bangor, as are many cities across the
country, is planning a children's Halloween party for tonight, presumably to keep
these little ones off the street.
It's a good move, all right. But it's a
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